Introduction
Missing data are a common problem in most scientific research domains such as Biology [1] , Medicine [2] or Climatic Science [3] . They can arise from different sources such as mishandling of samples, low signal-to-noise ratio, measurement error, non-response or deleted aberrant value. Rubin [4] defined missing data based on three missingness mechanisms [5] : data are missing completely at random (MCAR) when the probability of an instance (case) having a missing value for a variable does not depend on either the known values or the missing data; data are missing at random (MAR) when the probability of an instance having a missing value for a variable may depend on the known values but not on the value of the missing data itself; data are missing not at random (MNAR) when the probability of an instance having a missing value for a variable could depend on the value of that variable.
Missing data introduce an element of ambiguity into data analysis. They can affect properties of statistical estimators such as means, variances or percentages, resulting in a loss of power and misleading conclusions. A variety of techniques have been proposed for substituting missing values with statistical prediction, this process is generally referred to as 'missing data imputation' [5] [6] [7] . Most published articles in this field deal with the development of new imputation methods, however few studies report a global evaluation of existing methods in order to provide guidelines to make the more appropriate methodological choice in practice [8] [9] [10] .
In the present study, we compare 6 different imputation methods: Mean, K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [1] , fuzzy K-means (FKM) [11] , singular value decomposition (SVD) [1] , bayesian principal component analysis (bPCA) [12] and multiple imputations by chained equations (MICE) [6] . Comparison was performed on four real datasets of various sizes (small: variable numbers lower than 10 and large datasets: variable numbers greater than 10), under an MCAR assumption, and based on four evaluation criteria: Root mean squared error (RMSE), unsupervised classification error (UCE), supervised classification error (SCE) and execution time.
Methods

Imputation methods
Six imputation methods (described in supplementary methods) were selected in order to cover techniques broadly applied in the literature and representative of various statistical strategies.
Briefly, three of the six methods are based on imputation by the mean: Mean consists of replacing the missing data for a given variable by the mean of all known values of that variable; KNN defines for each sample or individual a set of K-nearest neighbors and then replaces the missing data for a given variable by averaging (non-missing) values of its neighbors; FKM is an extension of KNN based on fuzzy K-means clustering. SVD and bPCA are based on eigenvalues. Finally, MICE are an iterative algorithm based on chained equations that uses an imputation model specified separately for each variable and involving the other variables as predictors.
Datasets
Considering the possible variability of relative performances of methods across datasets, results were generated based on four reference datasets split in two groups of various size: small datasets (Iris and E. coli ) and large datasets (Breast cancer 1 and 2 ), summarized in Table 1 .
The Iris dataset is a very popular dataset introduced by Fisher [13] for an application of discriminant analysis. It provides for three species of iris flowers (setosa, versicolor, and virginica), four variables that are length and width of the sepal and the petal (in cm). For our study, we used the 100 flowers from the two most different species, versicolor and virginica.
The E. coli dataset was obtained from UCI machine learning repository [14] . The objective is to predict the cellular localization sites of 129 E. coli proteins [15] based on 5 variables.
The Breast cancer 1 dataset represents 80 tumor samples and 65 representative genes [16] . This set of tumor is organised into four molecular subtypes (termed basal, apocrine, luminal and normal-like) and according to the metastatic relapse at five years.
The Breast cancer 2 dataset provides a 70 genes signature for prediction of metastasis-free survival, measured on 89 tumor samples [17] . These 70 genes highlight three grades of tumors: "poorly," "intermediate" and "well" with another risk factor: the metastatic relapse. For the needs of this study we only considered the "poorly" and "well" grades.
Evaluation criteria
Imputation methods were compared based on four measures of performance.
Root mean square error (RMSE) measures the difference between imputed and true values and is the figure of merit employed by most studies. Basically, it represents the sample standard deviation of that difference:
Unsupervised classification error (UCE) assesses the preservation of internal structure by measuring how well the clustering of the complete dataset was preserved when clustering the imputed dataset. The approach used for unsupervised classification is Hierarchical Clustering with d=1-Pearson correlation as distance and Ward's aggregation. We defined the unsupervised classification error as:
UCE=% of misclassified samples
Supervised classification error (SCE) assesses the preservation of discriminative or predictive power by measuring the difference between subgroups predicted by supervised classification after missing data imputation and the actual subgroups (the metastatic relapse for Breast cancer 1 and 2). The approach used for supervised classification is linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on a set of variables selected a priori on each reference dataset without missing values. We defined the supervised classification error as:
with AUC the area under the ROC curve of the predictive LDA model.
Finally the execution time was also assessed and compared between the six methods. Figure 1 shows the general principle of the analysis. From the original datasets (without missing values), we introduced in the data a varying percentage of missing values (from 5% to 45%) generated under an MCAR assumption. These simulated missing values were imputed using the 6 methods and the 4 evaluation criteria (RMSE, UCE, SCE and execution time) were measured. Difference between the replaced values and the original true values was evaluated by RMSE criterion, the influence of the imputed values on the quality of clustering by UCE and SCE criteria (expressed in %), and finally the execution time in minutes. For the strength of this work, we performed 1000 simulations for each original dataset and for percentage of missing values i.e. 20,000 simulations. The results were averaged over the 1000 simulations.
Principle of the Analysis
Results
Six different imputation methods were selected in order to cover techniques broadly applied in the literature and representative of various statistical strategies. A simple Google search of each method associated with the term 'missing data' provides an idea of their respective popularity ( Figure 2 ). As expected, Mean was produced the largest number of hits with more 21 000 results, followed by MICE, SVD and KNN (17 600, 14 500 and 12 700 respectively). FKM and bPCA were found to be less popular with only 5 220 and 2 560 hits respectively. However, popular method doesn't necessarily mean the best method. So, a comparison of these methods was performed using four performance measures: RMSE, UCE, SCE and the execution time. Considering the possible variability of relative performances of methods across datasets, results were generated based on four reference datasets split in two groups of various sizes: small datasets (Iris and E. coli ) and large datasets (Breast cancer 1 and 2 ), summarized in Table 1 . Figures 3 and 4 plots the average performances of each method as a function of the percentage of missing values (from 5% to 45% by 10%) for small and large datasets respectively where a low value involves a reliable imputation. As expected, the performances decreased with increasing percentage of missing values in all datasets. According to RMSE, UCE and SCE criteria and taking into account the reproducibility the 4 datasets, Mean was the less effective method when applied to the Breast cancer 1 dataset where the difference with other methods was more pronounced. The behaviors of SVD and MICE were not consistent from one dataset to another. In fact, MICE well performed with the small datasets whereas it was the second worst method (behind Mean) with the large ones. In contrast, the opposite is observed for SVD which performed well with the large datasets whereas its performances are deteriorated when applied on small datasets. KNN consistently stood between the best and the worst methods. Finally, bPCA and FKM consistently lie within the best methods across the different datasets and measures of performances. Specifically, FKM outperforms all other methods when applied to the small datasets based on the UCE and SCE criteria.
Execution time for each method is given in Figure 5 . Mean, KNN, SVD and bPCA were all very fast with 0.5 to 10 sec duration following the missing value rate. FKM was slower but still shows a reasonable time of execution except when applied with the large dataset for 45% of missing values (around 25 min), ranging from 1 min to 15 min according to the size of the data and the rate of missing values. The execution time of MICE was related to the size of the dataset especially to the length of variables, very fast on the small dataset (around 5 to 10 sec), it reaches around 30 min on the largest dataset at the highest rate of missing values. establish standards and guidelines [18] . However, only a few studies report an evaluation of existing imputation methods whose Brock et al. [8] , Celton et al. [9] and Luengo et al. [10] .
In the present study, we performed a neutral comparison of six imputation methods based on four real datasets of various sizes, under an MCAR assumption. Validation of imputation results is an important
Discussion and Conclusion
Missing data are a part of almost all research, and there are several alternative ways to overcome the drawbacks they produced. It was previous observed that neutral and well-designed comparison studies in computational sciences are necessary to ensure that previously proposed methods work as expected in various situations and to step and we consequently considered four evaluation criteria: Root mean squared error (RMSE), unsupervised classification error (UCE), supervised classification error (SCE) and execution time. While much attention has been paid to the imputation accuracy measured by RMSE, only a few studies have examined the effect of imputation on high-level analyses such as unsupervised and supervised classification [19, 20] , or the time of execution [21] .
Overall, results were consistent across the different situations and measures of performance are summarized in Table 2 . They first suggest that the most popular methods (Mean, KNN, SVD and MICE) are not necessarily the most efficient, a conclusion also shared by Celton et al. (2010) [9] . It is not surprising for Mean in regards to the simplicity of the methodology: the method does not make use of the underlying correlation structure of the data and thus performs poorly. KNN represents a natural improvement of Mean that exploits the observed data structure. MICE are based on a much more complex algorithm and its behavior appears to be related to the size of the dataset: fast and efficient on the small datasets, its performance decreases and it becomes time-intensive when applied to the large datasets. A second main conclusion is that bPCA and FKM appeared to be the most robust imputation methods in the conditions tested here, with a significant advantage for FKM when applied to the small datasets.
The good results of bPCA were reported in two previous comparison studies by Sun et al. (2009) [22] and Celton et al. [9] where the approach confirmed better performances than Mean and KNN but they didn't compare with FKM. Actually, FKM is rarely used in this field; however, FKM outperformed all the methods considered in the comparison performed by Luengo et al. [10] , including Mean, KNN, SVD and bPCA. However, they only considered the quality of imputation based on classification methods without worrying of the execution time that can be an exclude criterion. Consequently, FKM may represent the method of choice but its execution time can be a drag to its use and we consider bPCA as a more adapted solution to high-dimensional data.
Our study has several limitations. The treatment of missing data is a very widespread broad statistical problem and one should consider that there is no universal imputation method performing best in every situations. Our results are limited to data matrices of numerical values, and we did not consider the case of longitudinal or nominal data which would merit to be considered with careful attention [23] . In addition, our intention is also to provide general conclusions independent from the domain of application, and one could certainly further improve the accuracy of imputation methods by integrating specific domain knowledge into the imputation process [24] . Despite these limitations, this study provides a set of coherent observations across different settings.
In conclusion, bPCA and FKM are two imputation methods of interest. They outperform more popular approaches such as Mean, KNN, SVD or MICE, and hence deserve further consideration in practice.
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